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A Slice 
of the World

| By Mikael Frank Audebert 

A journey that takes me on the other side of the planet is always one I eagerly 
anticipate. For this excursion, I spun my globe and decided on Australia as my 
destination.  Known as “Down Under,” the “Land of Plenty” or simply “OZ,” 
Australia has many nicknames, most quite applicable. 
After a bit of deliberation, I’ve decided this journey to Australia will include stops 
in Sydney, the Blue Mountains, The Great Barrier Reef and a little hidden treasure 
known as the Daintree Rainforest. It will be a gentle 10 day ride dipped in luxury 
and unique experiences. |  PHOTOGRAPHY BY TANNER GROGAN
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A Slice 
of the World

| By Mikael Frank Audebert 



There are several points of entry to Australia. The most commonly used 
when arriving from the U.S. are Sydney, Brisbane and Melbourne. 
While Sydney is not the capital of Australia, it is definitely the largest 
city, home of the one of the most photographed buildings in the world, 
the Sydney Opera House.

As we landed in Sydney on a particularly beautiful morning, we found 
the process of clearing customs effortless. Rarely does one get out of an 
airport within an hour from landing, especially when arriving in a for-
eign country. Once out, a quick ride from the airport by private car and 
we were welcomed by our hosts at the Intercontinental Sydney Hotel. 

As any large cities, Sydney offers a vast array of luxury hotels. Our 
choice was definitely the right one. Situated near Circular Quay, the 
smaller pier of Sydney adjacent to the Opera House, the Royal Botanical 
Gardens and the magnificent Harbour Bridge, this 32-story hotel offers 
proximity to the right spots and outstanding views. I chose the “Club 
Lounge” category, which provided me access to the lounge on the 31st 
floor and all the amenities it includes (complimentary breakfast, open 
bar happy hour and a million dollar view.

As you acclimate yourself to the time difference (14 hours ahead of 
EST), avoid going to sleep after checking in. I recommend a warm 
shower, change of clothes and to live on local time. With that in mind, 
I took the recommendation of the concierge and headed to a charm-
ing little café at The Rocks for lunch a few blocks away from the hotel 
(Swagmans Post Courtyard) which serves a variety of local specialties and 
burgers. Do get a table on the old wooden balcony, on the second floor, 
to enjoy the street’s activity on market day. Being a weekend, an arts and 
crafts market was taking place, which is where I headed after lunch to 
begin to immerse myself in Australian culture.  I recommend complet-
ing your day by walking around the Harbour, where you will discover 
the famous Opera House and the outstanding Royal Botanical Gardens. 
After a day of adaptation to the local climate and time, I headed to the 
Finger Wharf – only a short walk away and through the Royal Botani-
cal Gardens. This beautiful Edwardian wharf faced oblivion for decades 
before being preserved and renovated. It received a “sprucing up” in the 
late 1990s and has emerged as one of Sydney’s most exclusive eating, 
drinking, sleeping and marina addresses. Here, one can enjoy a nice eve-
ning with live music or do Sunday brunch at one of the 10 restaurants 
lined up on the port.

T
An introduction 
to Aussies....
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My choice for dinner, was Manta, recommended by Intercontinental 
Hotel Chief Concierge David Pratt, whom we ran into as we were eat-
ing. Manta offers outside seating, an extensive wine list and some of the 
best seafood in Sydney. Head Chef Daniel Hughes presents a combina-
tion of seafood and meat with balance and dedication. An Australian 
wine is a must for a dinner. If you are more in the mood for a stronger 

alcoholic beverage, try flavored mojitos, utilizing some of the best exotic 
fruits Australia has to offer. 

Day two of my journey started with visit of North Sydney, on the other 
side of the harbor. While I chose to walk the bridge for the ultimate 
view of Circular Quay and The Rocks, I just as easily could have taken 
the ferry which reaches the other side of the harbor in 10 minutes or so. 
North Sydney offers outstanding views of the Opera House, Circular 
Quay and the city’s skyline. Make sure to stop by the permanent Luna 
Park Sydney, a great way to spend an afternoon when traveling with chil-

“The Intercontinental Sydney is 
focused on increased satisfaction and 

personal service to its guests.

dren. Complete with a Ferris wheel and roller coasters, it offers a fantastic 
view on Circular Quay and Darling Harbour.

On your way to lunch in the CBD (I strongly recommend the “Glass 
Brasserie” inside the Hilton Sydney on George Street), stop by the his-
toric Government House located inside the Royal Botanical Gardens. For 
those of you unable to stay away from shopping, visit the Queen Victoria 
Building. Occupying an entire block of George Street, it has more than 
180 of Sydney’s finest fashion boutiques and jewelry shops accompanied 
by delightful cafes and restaurants. Around the corner and on the route 
of Sydney’s own monorail one will find The Strand Arcade. It remains a 
majestic beauty in the middle bustle of Sydney’s central business district 
and is a unique mix of Australian designer fashion and specialty stores 
catering for a discerning, sophisticated clientele.

Sydney has a lot to offer: I recommend devoting at least three days/three 
nights to the city. With more than 50 historical sites, museums and art 
galleries as well as countless restaurants, cafes and wine rooms, it has 
something for everyone.

Mikael’ sweet spot: La Renaissance Café Patisserie - 47 Argyle Street - 
The Rocks

T I P S  +  C O N V E R S A T I O N S 

 
Sitting down with David Pratt, Chief Concierge at the Inter-
continental Sydney: David is one of only 38 Australian mem-
bers of the prestigious Les Clefs d’Or. “The Intercontinental 
Sydney is focused on increased satisfaction and personal service 
to its guests. As such, a few years back, we carefully looked at re-
vamping our concierge department and successfully did so, not 
only in Sydney but throughout the Intercontinental brand. We 
are using technology to serve our guests best and to constantly 
stay on top of their needs and wishes. Last but certainly not 
least, we nurture our relationships with all local service provid-
ers so we can always find tickets to a sold-out event or get a 
table at a popular eatery.”

Best Kept Secret: Take a sea-plane to and have lunch at Cottage 
Point situated on a broad reach of the Hawkesbury River, sur-
rounded by the peaceful Australian bushland of the Ku-ring-gai 
Chase National Park. 

Unique Café: The Boathouse Palm Beach (North of Sydney)

Best Unique Restaurant: Tetsuya’s (Japanese/French Cuisine) 
– There is usually a three-month wait to get a table, unless you 
talk to David. 

Strangest Request: Arrange for the Taxidermy of a Kangaroo 
for a guest who wanted to bring a souvenir home. Needless to 
say that was one request we could not have fulfilled (by law).

Check out and get the Intercontinental Concierge Insider 
Guides App on itunes.com
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TThe second stop on my amazing journey was Wolgan Valley Resort & 
Spa in The Blue Mountains (named after the perceived color created by 
the extensive eucalypt vapors and the sun). I chose to drive from Sydney. 
One may fly into the resort by letting the resort charter a helicopter for 
you, a mere 45 minute flight from Sydney. I wanted to admire the Aus-
tralian country side by driving and, despite having to adapt to driving on 
the other side of the road, my trip took only about two and a half hours.

For more than 190 years, the Wolgan Valley Resort was cattle and sheep 
farms. In 2005, Emirates purchased four acres in an attempt to return it 
to its original state. In 2009, Wolgan Valley Resort & Spa opened with 
one main goal: Conservation. In addition to providing a unique and 
luxurious experience to its guests, it prides itself in being respectful of its 
unique surroundings. Here, one will truly discover how to recharge with 
a sunrise and how to wind down with a sunset. 

Wolgan is a self-contained property which offers a vast array of activities 
to its guests, most of which are included in the cost of the stay, as well 
as a constantly evolving food and wine offering. The pride of Executive 
Chef Anston Fivaz lies in his vegetables and fruit garden. More than 40 
percent of the produce used in Wolgan for the guests comes from this 
remarkable garden located next to 1832, the original structure on the 

property. Wolgan’s staff is a very knowledgeable when it comes to the 
history of this region, the undeniable properties of its plants and, of 
course, its wildlife. As part of your journey into Wolgan Valley, one will 
encounter kangaroos, wombats and other natives of this valley. From 
nature walks to bike rides, from nightly safari tours to a unique food and 
wine experience at sunset, Wolgan Valley Resort & Spa is a true escape 
from the daily noises and stress of the city. For those with an inquisitive 
mind, Wolgan Valley’s activities offer a chance for botanists, bird watch-
ers and naturalists to discover the area is still abundant with the same 
intriguing species that so fascinated Charles Darwin. 

While trekking about was an appealing concept, I went with one of the 
timeless spa treatments offered at the property utilizing Sodashi, a line of 
all natural products made in Perth, northern part of Australia. A one-on-
one conversation with your masseur prior to the treatment allows you to 
better understand the difference between the options available. My pick? 
The Green Tea & Eucalyptus Salt Therapy Exfoliation. I have traveled 
extensively and I can honestly say I have had the most relaxing and com-
prehensive massage at Wolgan. After a 60 minute session of joy, I was 
invited to relax in their lounge enjoying one of the many teas they offer.
If you are an avid food and wine lover as I am, you will enjoy a tour of 

A connection with nature 
in grand luxury....
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Wolgan’s wine cellar by Italian Restaurant Manager Nicola De Santi. 
With a passion one can only describe as “intense,” Nicola takes pride in 
his wine collection and ensures your experience include the perfect pair-
ing to go with your dish. 
 
With a menu created daily to guarantee a complete feast of the senses, 
you are guaranteed the ability to try several dishes.

At Wolgan Valley Resort & Spa, all your meals, beverages and activities 
are included, excluding Spa and some wines. Each Suite is the size of a 
small home and includes some of the most luxurious and comfortable 
amenities about which one could dream. With a magnificent view of the 
valley, stay in by the fireplace and enjoy a glass of wine or jump in your 
own private pool for a morning swim. All suites come with unlimited 
supplies of snacks and beverages, including alcohol, as well as Nespresso 
machines.

“I have traveled extensively and 
I can honestly say I have had the 
most relaxing and comprehensive 

massage at Wolgan.”

There, an afternoon storm can always be enjoyed from the comfort of 
your living room watching one of the hundreds movies available, or 
reading one of the several books at your fingertips. If you prefer to dine 
in, the restaurant staff will set up a private affair on your very own deck 
or arrange for you to have a barbecue out in the wild.

Wolgan Valley Resort & Spa is perfect for a three-day escape. They 
also host smaller corporate retreats and have organized several celebri-
ties’ weddings. A few of their larger suites are perfect for small families. 
While the vast majority of guests are couples enjoying a romantic escape, 
a small percentage of the clientele includes smaller families in search for 
some peace and quiet to reconnect with nature.  

Mikael’ sweet spot: Jumping on my bike, heading towards the hills to 
enjoy a picnic specially prepared by the Chef which may or may not 
include one of Nicola’s best wine selection, all while being watched by 
kangaroos.

T I P S  +  C O N V E R S A T I O N S 

Sitting down with Anston Fivaz, Executive Chef. 
Before joining Wolgan Valley Resort & Spa, Anston worked on more 
than 28 exciting restaurant concepts and projects in the Gulf region, 
including Bussola, West 14th, Barasti, Hunters Room & Grill, 
and The Dhow; and opened his own signature restaurant Retro in 
Dubai. The South African born chef carries out the property’s com-
mitment to working with local farmers and purveyors. 

“The property has a policy of making sure the food served here 
travels less than 100 miles from farm to fork.  Orders from different 
producers are consolidated into one single daily delivery, keeping 
traffic down in the Wolgan Valley. Local suppliers include vineyards 
in Orange, Mudgee and the Hunter Valley; boutique meat and dairy 
producers in the Blue Mountains; and a wide range of orchards and 
herb farms in Windsor and the Hawkesbury River. And of course, we 
grow some of our fruits and vegetables year round. While the pro-
duction and harvesting can be affected by weather patterns, we have 
the ability to adapt our needs by having menus and dishes created on 
a daily basis based on what is available.”

Must do at the resort: Our safari and walking tours are unique and 
bring you the best perspective of what this region has to offer. From 
medicinal plants to the impact the local wildlife has on everything 
that surrounds us, you will find the story behind our valley quite 
amazing.

A dish one must try: Prawn bisque with a saffron aioli, when avail-
able. Make sure you try our nine course degustation menu in our 
spacious restaurant that spills out onto the stunning verandah with 
panoramic views of the resort and beyond.
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M
A pampering conclusion...

My journey continued the Great Barrier Reef. After a short drive back to 
Sydney to catch a flight, I arrived on Hamilton Island early afternoon, 
welcomed by two of Qualia’s staff members who drove me by luxury 
car to the property. Once on Hamilton Island, transportation is via golf 
cart. Residents and guests alike are assigned their very own “buggy” to 
make their way around this tiny paradise. Purchased by two businessmen 
in 1975 who oversaw construction of several complexes and high end 
resorts, it now caters to the affluent and intrepid traveler.   

For the next three nights, we would call Qualia Resort our home. And 
what a home this was: This 5-star luxury property is tucked away in an 
exclusive precinct on Hamilton Island’s northern-most tip, Qualia’s 60 
private pavilions look onto the Coral Sea and the surrounding Whit-
sunday Islands. The tranquility of the setting was magical, with the wait 
staff starting me off with a glass of champagne while I sat comfortably 
in a coach overlooking the coral waters of the Great Barrier. There, I 
was briefed on all the amazing activities the resort and the island offer. 
This is the time to be as wild and open with one’s special tour request. 
A private picnic on one of the smaller surrounding islands? Done!  After 
champagne, I took the “buggy” to an enclave of posh restaurants, stores 
and art galleries on the lagoon marina in the center of the island. This 
is the perfect place to start a conversation with the many cockatoos or 

simply watch the sun set over the marina while enjoy a glass of wine or a 
cocktail. As the sun slowly retires, look up in the sky and watch the fruit 
bats making their way into the trees. Harmless and ecologically crucial, 
they are a remarkable, uncommon sight. 

Once the sun is down, I made my way back to the resort where “dinner 
is served.” Qualia offers a refined modern cuisine served in their main 
dining room overlooking the Whitsundays Island and the lagoon. For 
guests who stay two or more nights, I recommend the degustation menu 
and à la carte the following day. Traveling with your loved one? Ask their 
staff to set a private dining table up for you by their infinity pool for a 
romantic evening under the stars.

On day two of our Great Barrier Reef adventure, I enjoyed a private 
picnic on an isolated beach. After a very short 15 minute boat ride, I 
discovered an entire white sand beach set up with beach lounge chairs, 
towels and anything I could imagine for a picnic – even a telephone, 
should I think of something else.  Not a sound but that of small water 
ripples on the beach, not a soul but that of the local wildlife coming out 
of the woods to check out what new animals might have landed on this 
completely isolated beach. I geared up and went snorkeling to experience 
a swim in the shallow waters of the Great Barrier Reef.  While I recom-
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mend a true diving experience away from the islands, the colors and 
abundant life in less than five feet of water is absolutely amazing. 

After a fantastic afternoon in complete isolation, I joined the Qualia 
crew on their 45ft luxury cruiser, “The Atomic,” for a cocktail. There, 
one truly appreciates the beauty of these hidden islands while shar-

ing your travel experiences with other guests. To top off a fantastic day 
up returning from the sunset cruise, I recommend strolling down the 
marina, where several restaurants offer a variety of exotic cuisines. That 
evening, I went for Australian pizza at the Manta Ray Café, which 

“The tranquility of the setting 
was magical, with the wait staff 
starting me off with a glass of 

champagne while I sat comfortably 
in a couch overlooking the coral 

waters of the Great Barrier.”

overlooks the Hamilton Island marina; a spot known for local seafood, 
meaty mains and Italian pasta dishes, as well as a great selection of Aus-
tralian and New Zealand wines.

Day three of our journey was truly what we came to Hamilton Island 
for: Diving the Great Barrier Reef. For this, many options are offered 
to guests. I strongly recommend the day-long excursion. With morning 
departure and a little under two hours to your diving site, this option 
offers the best experience by truly diving away from the islands and into 
the magnificent land of coral reefs that extends for hundreds of miles off 
the coast of Australia. We decided to make the trip shorter by charter-
ing a helicopter to the reefs. Hamilton Island Air is the exclusive Sea 
Plane and Helicopter Tour provider on Hamilton Island. When flying 
to the reefs, one lands on an existing platform set up in the middle of 
the amazing gardens of corals. It is the fastest way to get there, provid-
ing a unique prospective of the Great Barrier. There, immerse yourself 
in this UNESCO World Heritage site which contains the world’s largest 
collection of coral reefs (2,800), with 400 types of coral, 1,500 species of 
fish and 4,000 types of mollusk. It also holds great scientific interest as 
the habitat of species such as the dugong (“sea cow”) and the large green 
turtle, which are threatened with extinction. If diving is not something 
you enjoy or are certified to do, consider snorkeling. Hamilton Island 
Air provides the necessary equipment to do both from the same plat-
form. Hamilton Island Air also offers day trips by sea planes with beach 
drop off to several isolated islands. 

After this unforgettable experience, consider one of the many spa treat-
ments offered at Qualia. Perched high above the Whitsundays it offers 
the ultimate in anti-stress, anti-aging, detoxifying and cleansing treat-
ments. Diving can be quite heaving on one’s back so I chose the “Bularri 
Yarrul,” a hot stone massage using 300-million-year-old stones. As at 
Wolgan Valley Resort & Spa, Qualia Spa also uses the natural products 
made by SODASHI, an Australian based company. Made using the 
highest quality plant essences and natural ingredients, these products are 
formulated using the knowledge and wisdom of natural healing tradi-
tions, and are chemical free. 

For our last night, I decided to enjoy in-pavilion dining, which is offered 
24 hours a day. After setting up a table on my patio overlooking the 
lagoon, I was treated to a complete meal in the comfort of my own suite. 

Our next stop would take us to the Daintree Rainforest, a mere 1.5 
hours north of Hamilton Island, 50 miles from Cairns and a short 
distance away from Port Douglas. Experience the last leg of my journey 
online at www.upscalelivingmagazine.com 

Special thanks to our hosts for their warm welcome and outstanding 
service:

Intercontinental Sydney – www.intercontinental.com/sydney  
Wolgan Valley Resort & Spa - www.wolganvalley.com 
Qualia Resort on Hamilton Island – www.qualia.com.au  
Luxury Lodges of Australia – www.luxurylodgesofaustralia.com.au 
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Best times to travel: 
This is a question that can only be answered once you have decided what 
part of Australia you wish to cover. As a general rule, remember their 
summer is our winter, and vice-versa. With that in mind, do not forget 
the rainy and dry seasons as well. I recommend March-May (warmer 
waters) and November-December (a dryer cooler air with minimal 
precipitations).

International Flights: 
Our preferred airlines include Delta (with two daily flights from Los 
Angeles into Sydney, one into Melbourne and several weekly flights to 
Brisbane) and Virgin Australia. Both operate Boeing 777 aircrafts in two 
classes of service. For more information, visit www.delta.com (Virgin 
Australia is a code-share partner of Delta). Another one of our preferred 
airline is Emirates, although this would require a stop through Dubai, 
making your journey nine hours longer (maybe a day or two in this 
Mecca of shopping would not be a bad thing after all). This also is a 
chance to fly the Airbus A830 (three decker) and try their new business 
class or first class private suites. For more information, please visit  
www.emirates.com 

Domestic Flights: 
Flying in and out of Australian cities has left us wondering what we 
might be doing wrong in the U.S. While security is tight, it is organized 
in such a way that truly shows you Australia efficiency. Virgin Australia 
is our preferred domestic airline. For private charter, we recommend Jet 
Corp Australia (www.jetcorpaustralia.com) 

What you will need to enter Australia: 
Visitors to Australia can stay up to six weeks without needing a visa. 
However, all travelers (other than Australia and New Zealand nationals) 
will need to get a visitor e-visa prior to flying in. U.S. Passport holders 
can register online for an e-visa. There is a fee of $20. European Passport 
holders must also register online for a visa. There is no fee. Other pass-
port holders should visit http://www.immi.gov.au 

Planning the perfect journey: 
Remember, there are no better resources than that of a competent travel 
planner. Always select a travel professional who has been to your destina-
tion of choice. A travel professional will save you time, frustration and 
certainly the unexpected by being there for you before, during and after 
your journey. Needing suggestions and advice, contact our travel editor 
at Mikael@artinvoyage.com to get started.

Bon Voyage!
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